parallel mechine scheduling problem with unrelated machines is studied where the objective is to minimize the maximum makespan. In this paper, new local search algorithms are proposed where the neighborhood search of a solution uses the "efficiency" of the machinea for each job. It is shown that this method yields better solutions and shorter running times than the more general local search heuristics.
Hariri and Potts [9] already showed that the approximation methods, despite of their theoretical guarantees, are outperformed by simple iterative local improvement algorithms. Glass, Potts and Shade [lo] studied a number of local search heuristics for RI]&,.
These local search methods are often quite general and do not exploit the structure of the problem to which they are applied. We will introduce an improved iterative local improvement algorithm, based on the iterative local improvement algorithm by Hariri and Potts and on the ideas by Davis and Jaffe. The novelty of the algorithm consists of an efficient search of the neighborhoods.
We will show that the algorithm outperforms the general local search methods in both solution quality and running time. Next, we will show that a Taboo search algorithm with the efficient neighborhood search strategy also performs better than the general local search algorithms.
In the next section, the basic ideas behind the new improvement method are exhibited and an outline of the algorithm is presented. In Section 3, the new method is compared primarily to the local search heuristics formulated by Glass, Potts, and Shade and to the simple iterative improvement algorithm formulated by Hariri and Potts.
Some alternative ideas, such as the efficient Taboo search algorithm that have been tested are discussed in Section 4, and the last section contains some final remarks.
ITERATIVE DESCENT USING THE STRUCTURE OF RIICm,
The local search algorithm consists of the following elements.
ALGORITHM 2.1. LOCAL SEARCH ALGORITHM.
Starting point Generate a initial feasible schedule s and compute its maximum makespan. Neighborhood search Select a feasible schedule g in the neighborhood of s and compute its maximum makespan. Acceptance test Decide whether or not to move from schedule s to schedule g. If the move is accepted, continue with schedule g. Otherwise, continue with schedule s. Termination test Decide whether to stop the algorithm. If the algorithm is terminated, then output the current schedule and its maximum makespan. Otherwise, return to the Neighborhood search.
The major decisions when applying this type of problem is the choice of the starting solution and the neighborhood search method. We will use a simple starting schedule and the well-known relocation and two-exchange neighborhoods to select alternative schedules. However, the main difference with the existing local search methods is the search direction, where we will use the structure of the R]]C max problem by means of the following concept [8] .
Let mj = rninr~i~,,,pij be the smallest processing time of job j and define the eficiency of machine i for job j by eff(i,j) = 2.
The efficiency thus indicates a preference for assigning a job to a machine by means of a value in the interval (0, 11. Notice that a job has the smallest processing time on a machine where it has efficiency one. Let sij be the decision variable that takes on the value 1 if job j is scheduled on machine i and 0 otherwise. Let a feasible schedule be denoted by s = (sij)i,j and let S be the Unrelated Parallel Machine Scheduling 13 set of all feasible schedules. We can formulate the RllC,,,, problem such as to find Since the mj are fixed constants, it seems best to assign each job to a machine on which it has efficiency one. However, in this schedule, all the jobs may be assigned to the same machine yielding an unbalanced workload. The assignment of the jobs relies thus on a trade off between a high efficiency of the jobs assigned to a machine and the workload of the machines. We will formulate a neighborhood search method that first considers schedules where every job is assigned to the machine such that the corresponding efficiency is as large as possible and then changes this schedule using the efficiencies in nonincreasing order.
To generate a starting schedule, we use a greedy approach (further denoted by GR) that is a simple on-line list scheduling procedure also known ss the minimum processing time or shortest processing time heuristic.
STARTING POINT: GR HEURISTIC
Consider the jobs in any sequence. Assign each job to the machine on which it has minimal processing time. When there is more than one machine with the smallest processing time, choose the machine with the smallest makespan in the partial schedule. Use the smallest index rule when there is still a choice between several machines.
Thus, the starting point is a feasible schedule s where every job is assigned to the machine on which it has efficiency one. However, the schedule may be highly unbalanced. The neighborhood of the starting point is then searched for a more balanced schedule in the following way. The search for sn alternative schedule g is performed first in neighborhood NR(s) and then in neighborhood Nl(s). Searching ~VR( s) 1. Choose machine mmax as the machine with the smallest index among the machines with maximum makespan. Define the set J max of the jobs assigned to machine mm=. Also define the set E,, = {(i, j) : i E (1,. . . , m}, i # mmax and j E J,,} of all other possible assignments of the jobs assigned to machine mm=. 2. When the set Emax is empty stop. Otherwise, select job j, and machine i, such that When there are multiple choices for i, and jr, choose the ones with the smallest index. 3. When the new schedule is accepted goto step 1. Otherwise remove the point (ir, jr) from the set Emax and goto step 2 with the current schedule. Searching IV1 (s)
1. Let Mi be the ordered set that contains the machine indexes in nonincreasing order of the makespans (In case of ties, use the largest index rule). Also define the set Ms that contains the machine indexes in nondecreasing makespan sequence. (In case of ties, use the smallest index rule). Let ml be the first element of Ml, and ms the first element of M2.
14 N. PIERSMA AND W. VAN DIJK 2. Define the sets J1 and JZ of jobs assigned to the machine ml and ms.
3. Sort the jobs in Jr in nonincreasing order of the efficiencies of the jobs on machine ms. Also sort the jobs in JZ in nonincreasing order of the efficiencies of the jobs on machine ml.
4. Set k = 1 and j = 0. Assume EXCHANGE = FALSE While NOT EXCHANGE and k < [Ji ( + 1 do Begin j:=j+l.
If the schedule g with k and j interchanged is accepted then set EXCHANGE = TRUE. Else set j := j + 1 Ifj=lJslthensetk:=k+landj:=O End If EXCHANGE=FALSE then goto step 5.
If EXCHANGE=TRUE then goto step 1.
5. Choose ,for ms the next element in Ms. If ms = ml then choose for ml the next machine index in Mr and let rns be the first element of the set Ms. If ml is the first element of the set Ms then stop.
ACCEPTANCE TEST For solutions g E NR(S) the acceptance test is as follows.
Compare the maximum makespan C,, (3) of schedule s with the maximum makespan of machine i, in schedule g where job j, is reassigned to machine i,. Move to schedule g if the makespan of machine i, in schedule g is smaller than Cmax(s). Otherwise continue with schedule s.
For the solutions g E NI(s), the acceptance test is the following. Let g be the schedule that is generated by exchanging job j and k in the schedule s. When the largest makespan of the machines that process job j and k in schedule g is smaller than the largest makespan of the machines processing job j and k in schedule s, we move to schedule g. Otherwise continue with schedule s.
TERMINATION TEST
First the neighborhood NR(s) is searched for new schedules. When a new schedule g is accepted, the neighborhood N&g) is searched for new schedules. When none of the schedules in NR( s) is accepted, we search the neighborhood NI (s) . If a schedule g E NI (s) is accepted, the neighborhood Nl(g) is searched. When none of the schedules in Nl(g) is accepted the algorithm terminates.
Our local search method, further denoted by GR/EFF, is a simple iterative descent method that differs from the descent method by Hariri and Potts in the way the neighborhoods are searched and in the starting solution. Using the structure of the schedules, we believe that a better local optimum can be obtained with less computational effort. Observe that in the case of identical machines, the jobs have efficiency one on every machine and that in the case of uniform machines all jobs have efficiency ui/(rnaxr<k< _ _m vk) on machine i. The method is thus not expected to perform well for identical or uniform machine scheduling problems, but very well for unrelated machines.
Notice that the greedy heuristic has a running time of O(nm) and a worst case ratio of m, and that each neighborhood search has a running time of 0(m2n2). For bounded input (i.e., all pi < oo), the running time of the algorithm is bounded because the algorithm only accepts a new schedule when a makespan becomes smaller and terminates when there exists no improved schedule in the neighborhood of the current schedule. 
Test Results
First, we compared the solutions derived with the GR/EFF method with optimal solutions. For small problems (n L 200, m = 2,3,4), for which we calculated the optimal schedule using a simple branch and bound method, the average relative deviation percentage to the optimal solution is investigated: ardp = 100 * &=/EFF _ c. m=
where we take the average over 10 problem instances for every problem type and size. For almost every test problem, the GR/EFF algorithm has an average relative deviation percentage less than l%, with an average running time of less than 0.7 seconds.
Second, we have compared the GR/EFF algorithm to another simple descent algorithm, called the ECT/SD algorithm.
This algorithm uses the ECT-approximation-method to compute a feasible schedule. This schedule will then be used as a start for a simple descent algorithm (SD) in the second phase, where other schedules are selected by job index in the relocation and the interchange neighborhood (Hariri and Potts). The tests are performed on five problem instances for every size and type of problem. The best known solution value is taken as a replacement of the optimal solution value when this optimum is not known. Table 1 shows that the GR/EFF algorithm has a smaller average relative deviation percentage for almost every problem instance. This difference in the average quality of solution is especially noticeable for problem instances where the ratio n/m is large (> 3) and where m is large (> 10). If we compare the average running times of both algorithms (see Table 2 ), we see that the GR/EFF algorithm becomes faster as the number of jobs becomes larger. The use of the GR-solution (O(mn)) instead of the ECT-solution (O(mn2)) seems to be favourable, the second phase of the GR/EFF method will make up for the poor starting solution fast enough. However, for problem type TP = 4, the running time of the GR/EFF method becomes very large. On the extreme, the machine correlation results in all machines being assigned to one machine, then a balancing between this machine and one other machine is performed, etc. For large m, the running time of the algorithm thus becomes very large. When we apply the GR/EFF heuristic to problem structures uncommon to the R( IC max problem, the heuristic does not perform well. The heuristic thus indeed uses the structure of the RllC,, problem to find a solution. Third, we have compared the GR/EFF algorithm to the local search methods described by Glass, Potts and Shade, that is, simulated annealing, Taboo search and genetic algorithms. We gave all the local search algorithms a maximum running time of 100 seconds because the GR/EFF method only exceeds this running time once (TP = 4, m = 25, n = 200). The results are reported in Table 3 . The GR/EFF algorithm seems to be the best algorithm for almost all problem instances with job correlation in the processing times (TP = 3). For the problem instances TP = 1 and TP = 2, the GR/EFF algorithm seems to be the better algorithm when the number of jobs is large (2 150).
The GR/EFF method produces one local optimum whose quality is competitive to that of the solution of simulated annealing, Taboo search and a genetic algorithm, while the last three algorithms are designed to evaluate more than one local optimum. In the next section, we will consider a number of alternatives among which a Taboo search algorithm of the GR/EFF algorithm. We tested a simple Taboo search algorithm that uses the efficient neighborhood search structure for the parallel scheduling problem. In this algorithm, the exchange and relocate neighborhoods are combined into one neighborhood N. When no improved schedule is accepted in the neighborhood N(s) of the current schedule s, we select the best solution found during the search of N(s).
The alternative schedules in the exchange and relocate neighborhood N(s) are checked for membership of a Taboo list. The Taboo list is of traditional length (L = 7) and consists of the objective values of the last seven schedules that were accepted. An alternative g in the neighborhood N(s) of the current schedule s is Taboo if the value of g, Cm&g) is in the Taboo list. However, the Taboo list is overruled by the following aspiration function. Let W( ) be the number of machines with maximum makespan C,, ( ). We will overrule a Taboo for schedule g if W(g) I W(s), 18 N. PIEFSMA AND W. VAN DIJK that is, if the number of machines in schedule g with maximum makespan Cmax(g) is not larger than the number of machines in the current schedule s with makespan C,,(s). The idea is to make room for future replacements and exchanges. Table 4 shows that the solution quality of the Taboo search heuristic with efficient search is better than traditional Taboo search. The Taboo search heuristic with efficient search is also compared to the GR/EFF method, where the Taboo search runs for 100 seconds. In most cases, efficient Taboo search found the best solution. Thus, also for the Taboo local search method, the efficient search of the neighborhoods results into better quality solutions. 
Alternatives of the GR/EFF Algorithm
We have also investigated several alternatives of the GR/EFF algorithm. Because the GR algorithm is a fast, on-line algorithm with a poor quality of solution, we have analyzed the ECT/EFF algorithm, where the initial schedule is constructed using the ECT heuristic. The tests showed that the average relative deviation percentage of the ECT/EFF algorithm is larger than that of the GR/EFF algorithm. It seems to be essential to start with a schedule where every job is assigned to a machine on which it has efficiency one, rather than to start with a schedule where the workload is more balanced. The running time of the ECT/EFF algorithm shows to be larger, especially for the problem instances with uncorrelated processing times (TP = 1,2) and with job correlated processing times (TP = 3).
The second idea is to use the efficiency assignment heuristic of Davis and Jaffe to construct a starting feasible schedule. This heuristic does take into account the efficiency of a machine for a job, but results into a more balanced schedule. However, the tests on the resulting algorithm EFF/EFF show that the GR heuristic should be preferred as a starting point. The running time of the EFF/EFF algorithm is larger and the solution quality is worse than that of the GR/EFF algorithm in almost all cases. We conclude that the GR/EFF algorithm cannot benefit from a more balanced starting schedule.
We also tried to make the improvement-phase faster by considering only machines for the relocation and interchange of jobs that have an efficiency of at least 0.4 (like Davis and Jaffe do in their efficiency assignment heuristic). It turns out that this structure gives no improvement in the average running time, and serious worse average relative deviation percentages.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we report on the results of a local improvement method and a Taboo search method with efficient search for the parallel machine problem with unrelated machines. We showed that these methods have a better performance than their counterparts that do not search the neighborhood efficiently.
In particular, the local improvement algorithm GR/EFF has a running time that is comparable to the descent algorithm of Hariri and Potts (less than 10 seconds for most test problems) and yields solutions that are of comparable quality to the local search heuristics that have user defined running times (100 seconds in our test cases). The Taboo search algorithm with efficient neighborhood search should only be used to obtain high quality solutions, since the running time is user defined (100 seconds in our test cases).
Notice that also a Simulated Annealing algorithm can be constructed that uses efficient search of the neighborhoods. It is worthwhile to use the structure of the problem in a local search method for the RI(C,,, scheduling problem.
We claim that the performance of improvement and local search methods for other combinatoral optimization problems will also benefit from the incorporation of problem specific features.
Recently proposed methods in scheduling theory [11, 12] support this view.
Future research should, therefore, pay attention to the special features of combinatorial problems that can be used to improve the performance of local search methods.
